
War Zone Art
ARTWORK BY ARTISTS FROM MOSUL, IRAQ





About our project

Last summer I saw an arcle in Suomen 
Kuvaleh about how the city of Mosul is 
recovering aer ISIS control and how the 
local culture scene is ge ng back on their 
feet. One photo was from local arst café, 
where you could see some painngs of local 
arsts on the wall behind.

OneOne of the painngs kept coming to my 
mind regularly – and finally couple of 
months later (during a boring meeng) 
II googled who was behind these photos. It 
turned to be Janne Körkkö, a guy from my 
home city; Oulu, Finland. He replied to my 
email by saying „YES, you can get that 
painng as I will go back there 
in December”.

Finally, Janne travelled back to Mosul 
in January and returned with over 30 
painngs from local arsts. “Ok, this 
went a bit further than I thought but 
maybe I could help”, I thought… and 
here you are: small catalogue of few 
local brave arsts that had to hide their 
taletalent, tools and painngs during the 
war years. Some of the painngs 
in this catalogue have been kept 
underground – if found; owner could 
have been killed.
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I look forward to hearing from you!

Tuomas.........
tuomas.asunmaa@gmail.com

All painngs that are available for sale are framed and can be sent flat. Money goes 
directly to the painter via you or me. If you see something you like – you are warmly 
welcomed to contact and make a purchase that will help ge ng city of Mosul back 
to normal life.

Photos by Janne Körkkö. Painters work in the ruins of the old art school.
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Omar Hashim

At the age of 20, I discovered this talent by 
chance. But, I le my secondary school 
because my father died and I had to work to 
help my family. Drawing is my life, but it 
requires a lot of me, the instruments, 
psychological comfort and the right place.

“I am Omar Ziad Hashim, 27 years, and my 
talent is drawing.

It is worth nong that I did not have a place 
or a special workshop even at my house. 
II randomly sit on the ground and use 
primive tools that are neither good nor 
suitable for drawing. In addion, I do not 
have a place to store my painngs safe. I 
am pu ng them in one of the house’s 
rooms, and leave them exposed to dust and 
humidity.

MyMy dream is to have a workshop in my 
house and suitable tools to create more 
painngs in beer quality and to broadcast 
the message of art, which is spreading 
peace, love and culture diversificaon.”

During ISIS’s occupaon in Mosul, I had trouble buying materials or moving my 
painngs from one place to another, and it was also difficult to choose the themes. 
I wanted to fight the terrorists through my brush and art but at the same me was 
afraid to get killed.

To fight the terrorists through my brush...
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Violence Against Women (2018)
This work shows the violence against women in terms of 

extoron, sexual assault, threats and harassment.
Framed, available to buy. SIze: 700x1000 mm
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Two Spirits in a Single Body (2018)
This work shows the extent to which one 
person completes the other, especially in 

marriage or romanc relaons.
Framed, available to buy. Size: 210x300 mm

The Warmth (2018)
This This work conveys a vivid picture of the 
water scarcity in the refugee camps, their 
simplest need. This child's only dream is to 

get some droplets of water.
Framed, available to buy. Size: 300x415 mm

Women's Freedom Suppression (2018)
In this paiIn this painng, there is illustrated the 

obsession of male society, dominang to 
curb the freedom of women. Women are 

oen a subject of repression when it comes 
to the freedom of speech or employment 

policy.
Framed, available to buy. Size: 300x415 mm



She (2018)
Framed, available to buy. Size: 300x415 mm
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Rajab, Talal 
Ghanem

Ghanem Talal was born in 1960 and 
is currently living in Mosul, Iraq. 

He graduated from the Instute of Fine Arts 
in Nineveh in 1983 and is also 
aa graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Baghdad (1988). Talal worked as a head of 
the Art Department in the Instute of Fine 
Arts for boys in Nineveh and currently also 
holds the posion of the Secretary of the 
Associaon of Iraqi Arsts in Nineveh.

His personal exhibion took place in 2019 
inin Dar Mar Paul Hamdania church on the 
outskirts of Mosul.
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The Tree (2018) 
The gThe growth of radical ideology in 
Mosul in the name of religion, 

supported by the neighbour countries. 
The city and the society are depicted 
metaphorically in the form of a tree 
that is facing the monstrous ideology.

Framed, available to buy.
SiSize:  780x780 mm

The City (2018)
The old city of Mosul, and the Tigris River. The picture represents the enormity of 
destrucon in the city. The city seems to be knocked down, but it is not, as there 
are sll people loving their lives. The colour of the Tigris River has changed as the 
blood stained its blue surface. 
Framed, available to buy. Size: 660x480 mm.
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Thistle Flower (2018)
Available on request.

Oil on canvas. Size: 100x120 mm.

Birds (2019)
Available on request.
Acrylic on canvas.
Size: 100x800 mm.



A Girl (2013)
Oil on canvas.

Size: 600x1500 mm.
Available on request.
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He was born in Mosul in 1982. In 2004 he 
obtained a cerficate of Bachelor in Fine 
Arts in Plasc Secon.

Marwan Fathi is a Member of the Associaon of Iraqi Plasc Arsts, Member of the 
Syndicate of Arsts, and also teaches at the Instute of Fine Arts for Boys.

His personal exhibions took place in 2001, 2002: Warm Winter, 2003: Summer 
Exhibion and Common Monsters Exhibion, 2013: Exhibion of Baghdad's Capital 
of Culture and Cultural Fesval of the City of Mosul.
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Marwan Fathi 
Hadi 

Hammadi 
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A Girl’s Dream (2019)
A series of painngs that depict the dreams of Mosul’s women. Suffering from 

marginalizaon, flogged or even killed for violang the orders of criminal gangs, the 
women seek for the simple right of replacing the black clothes and niqabs with 

colourful fabric, elegant hairstyles and makeup.
Page 12: framed, available to buy, size: 500x600 mm.

PPage 13: available on request.
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An old man 
Available on request.
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Ammar 
Saadallah

Born in 1976, Ammar comes from a small 
family living in Mosul. He studied painng 
at the Instute of Fine Arts in Mosul and 
graduated in 2000. His academic studies in 
drawing finished in 2004.

AmmarAmmar was the Head of the Design 
Department at the Instute of Fine Arts and 
worked as a teacher for all levels of 
advancement. The instute supervised the 
graduaon projects and set up many 
exhibions in the city, cooperang with 
arsts and students.

When ISIS entered to the city, Ammar stayed, trying to preserve his art works. 
Staying in the instute, he and his students focused on telling the story of the 
occupied city through art.
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Watercolours collecon (2005)
Framed, available to buy.
Size: 1 (top): 295x230mm, 2 (botom le corner): 180x165 mm, 
3 (boom right corner): 200x140 mm.
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A Tree in a Grove (painted before war)
Framed, available to buy. Size: 400x500 mm.

Stored underground during the war.



Spring Flower (2014)
Oil on canvas. The painng is a metaphorical 

reference to women.
Stored underground during the war - have couple 

small damages. Size: 50x60 mm.
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Ashraf Taha 
Yassin

Born in Mosul City 1975, Ashraf Taha Yassin 
graduated as a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
in 2006. His first exhibion called 
Reflecons of the Self, took place in 1998, 
and the second: Coloured Flashes in the 
Memory of Time, in 2014. Currently he is an 
Educaonal Teacher in the city of Mosul.

HeHe says about himself that he does not 
want to focus on a single technique or way 
of expressing emoons. His own arsc 
sensivity leads him to choose the 
materials and theme of the painng.

Such tendency is called “an arst of gravity”, which means that the style has not 
been determined by a parcular school of though. Ashraf is passionate about 
strong colours combined with the transparency of water, which embody the charm 
of the ancient Musculoskeletal culture.
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The Whispered Lives 
Through Time

(2014)
Framed, available to buy. 

Size: 330x270 mm.

Protector Nineveh in the Past and Now
(painted before war)

Framed, available to buy.
Size: 200x270 mm.
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The Lile Shepherd Boy (2014) Framed, available to buy. Size: 410x285 mm.

Working Man (2014) Framed, available to buy. Size: 400x300 mm.




